
 

 

 

  

Ask your students to do a photo-based homework exercise.  We can change a 

basic exercise on prepositions of place by asking students to take a photo of 

their living room or classroom at school.  Then students can describe the 

objects in these rooms.   It’s a personalised task which also engages students’ 

curiosity because it represents a window into their partners’ world. 

Mystery is something that always motivates learners, they love to learn secrets.  

Ask them to photograph their breakfast, collect all the images and show them 

as a group to the class.  Can they guess whose breakfast is whose?   A simple 

guessing game makes the class come alive. 

Communication can be encouraged by using inquiry based questions, try to 

provide the learners with a variety of them which can lead to exploration of 

ideas. For example: 

How do words make us feel? who knows you best? Or what matters more a fly 

or an elephant? 

You can also use a technique called: What I see, What I think, What I wonder 

What do you see?  
What do you think about that?  
What does it make you wonder? 

To start with this technique you can use a picture or a photo to get them 

thinking about more than just what they see. Then get them to use the three 

stems: 

I see… 

I think… 

I wonder… 
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Day-of-the-week group. Assign each student to a specific partner or group for each day of 

the week. So if it’s a Tuesday, have them get together with their Tuesday group, which is 

different from the other days. Students can also create each day’s defined group. 

Grouped according to interest. If you’re aware of different interests of your students via 

discussion or a survey, you might want to put them together and have them connect their 

common interest to the task. 

Rotational system. Instead of having one partner or group, students can set up in a circle 

and a portion of each group rotates clockwise while the other portion stays in place. 

Students choose based on random interest. Have students mix based on something they 

are personally interested in. You can give them suggestions or categories of interests, and 

design their task to include that interest. 

Students grouped based on responses. Give a survey or quiz, and group students according 

to what they think or how they score. 

Contact list. Have students create their own contact list of classmates like they might on 

their phones. Then tell them, “Get with your third contact.” 

Use sticks or names from a hat. Write students’ names on popsicle sticks, shake them up in 

a cup, and pop out the number of names you want in a group. Much like casting lots. Or 

you can literally pull names from a hat. 

Use a grouping app or website. Many good apps or websites exist for randomly assigning 

groups. Try an app like Team Shake or a website like Group Sort. 

Use coloured index cards. Let students choose coloured index cards from a stack, and sort 

them based on the colours they picked up. You can even write items on the cards that 

further indicate tasks or topics. 

Use a pack of cards. Playing cards are effective and versatile. Pass out cards and group 

students based on having similar or different suits, black or red cards, cards in a specific 

order, the same numbers, or any other values you assign to the deck. 

Use synonym vocab word cards. Have sets of synonyms written on different index cards 

and randomly pass them out. Then have students find the other person in the room who 

has the word that means the same as their card. Also try antonyms and definitions! 

Puzzle pieces. Take small puzzles and have students randomly select a piece. Then have 

them find the other students who have the rest of that puzzle’s pieces. 

Blind Draft: Captains pick teams but do not know which team they will captain. 

Goes Together: Students are given a list of words that go together, with each student 

choosing 1 item. For example: peas and carrots, peanut butter and jam, eggs and ham, etc. 

Students who yell out peas must find the carrots and so on.  

Popsicle Sticks: Write student names on popsicle sticks. Randomly pull sticks to form 

groups. 

Scenarios: Students first pick a partner. Then give them a scenario such as "You and your 

partner have to cross a river but only one of you can take a boat. Who will swim and who 

will use the boat?" Group all of the students who chose boat together and all of the 

students who picked swim together. 

 

http://www.groupsort.com/


 

 

  

Question wall 
Call on several students to say a word or two that they remember from a text they’ve 
read recently. Next, put a large sheet of paper up on the wall. After they have briefly re-
read the text, invite students to go to the paper and write out a few questions about 
what they’ve read. When the paper is covered with questions, get students to write out 
responses (answers, comments, even more questions) next to the questions on the 
paper. Finish the activity by selecting a few of their questions and comments and calling 
on students to respond.  
 
Summary competition (Suitable for upper-primary) 
Assign students to read or re-read an article in your course book. Next, tell them to put 

their course books away and write a three sentence summary of the text. Place three 

chairs in front of the blackboard. When everyone is finished writing, select three 

students to sit in the chairs. Tell them they are going to be the judges. Next, ask five or 

six students to come up and read their summaries one by one. The judges must decide 

who has the best summary and tell the class why. Variation: You can assign different 

groups to write a one-sentence summary of each paragraph.  

 

Types of questions 

 Would a __________ or a __________ make a better classroom pet? 

 Would _________ or ____________ make a better friend? (Comparing characters 

from stories that students have just read) 

 Which is the better (more friendly or safer) solution? 

 Which answer best fits the clues? 

 Who would be the better helper if we had this problem? 

 Which would be the better present? (Make the person happiest and be good for 

them) 

 Of the three choices, which is the best way to welcome a new person to the 

class? 



 

 

  

Quick Brainstorming 

These sessions take only a few minutes.  Ideal for the start of a class or for a nice 

change of pace.  Students simply create a list of ideas based on a topic.  Afterwards, 

they compare lists in small groups.  E.g. 4 words that start with the letter ‘C’, 4 things 

you did before class. 

Brainslipping 

For the idea-generation phase, students write ideas on sticky notes, then put them up 

on the board for others to read and discuss.  Perfect for classes that dislike sitting down 

for the entire class period. 

3-12-3 brainstorming 

Students generate ideas for 3 minutes, combine ideas into solutions for 12 minutes, 

then present a solution for 3 minutes. 

Brainwalking 

Students write their ideas on large pieces of paper posted on the walls, then walk 

around to add comments to each others’ ideas. 

Visual brainstorming 

Students draw pictures that suggest a solution to the problem, then discuss in small 

groups. 

Rolestorming 

Students work in groups to do role plays that are suggested by the problem statement  

The teacher can provide role cards for each group, or students can develop the roles 

themselves, leading to a discussion of various solutions 

Rawlinson brainstorming 

Each student creates a problem statement.  Students take turns reading out their 

problem statement and the other students write two-word phrases that suggest a 

solution.  Finally, each student uses the two-word phrases to generate solutions. 

Negative brainstorming 

Students start from a problem statement that is the opposite of the real one e.g. “How 

can we make our city more dangerous?” Students brainstorm answers, then use the 

answers as a springboard for solutions to the real problem. 

Didactic brainstorming 

Begin with an abstract question that is closely related to the problem statement. E.g. 

What is happiness?  Students discuss the question in groups and list a few answers.  

Then, the true problem statement is revealed How can we make our classes more 

enjoyable? Students brainstorm a number of answers.  



 

 

 

  

Workstations – often used with exam revision for example, so instead of giving 

everyone the exercise we put vocab on one table, grammar on another table, a 

reading comprehension text on another, and we ask students in small groups to 

move around. We can ask them at the beginning at which table they want to 

work on.   

Lesson junction – The teacher gives a junction in the lesson where students 

decide where they want to go next. 

 

 

ontrol & autonomy in the classroom 



 

 

1. Safe spaces 

2. Regular self-reflection 

3. Mindfulness 

 

 

7 Things Mindful Teachers do 

1. Approach everyday things with curiosity – and savour them. 

2. Forgive their mistakes big or small. 

3. Show gratitude for good moments and grace for bad ones. 

4. Practice compassion and nurture connections. 

5. Make peace with imperfection – inside and out. 

6. Embrace vulnerability by trusting others. 

7. Accept and appreciate that things come and go. 
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Video Links: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2ZllErtdLE - Kilian Jornet's Impossible Traverse 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW7FBndUPe8&list=PLbxVpmDW1oJRldpITevlS_kzIq3Sw

e93p – Simon Ward series of videos on Positive Education 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2ZllErtdLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW7FBndUPe8&list=PLbxVpmDW1oJRldpITevlS_kzIq3Swe93p
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW7FBndUPe8&list=PLbxVpmDW1oJRldpITevlS_kzIq3Swe93p


 

 

 


